Contact: Brian D. Parsons
Email: brian.parsons@paranexus.org
Phone: 440.488.0453
Skype: Brian_D_Parsons
Location: Ohio, USA (eastern time zone)

Brian D. Parsons has been a paranormal investigator and
researcher since 1996 when he founded the Ohio Paranormal
Investigation Network (GhostHelp.Net). Brian has authored
four books on the subject of paranormal group operation. His
fourth book, The “E4” Method: Breaking the Mold of
Paranormal Investigation, digs into the distinctive approach
he blended together from various sources to create a unique
client-centered paranormal research methodology.
His fifth book, Handbook for the Amateur Cryptozoologist,
digs into the world of hidden or unknown animals. He presents
a balanced look at the history and mystery behind these
creatures as well as methodologies into investigating them.
He has studied under the Mutual UFO Network's Field Investigator's Manual in 2000 and
worked briefly with the organization and still conducts his own investigations into related
phenomena. Brian has worked with the Sasquatch Research Initiative (now defunct) and
currently with the Pennsylvania Bigfoot Society (PABigfootSociety.com) investigating
Bigfoot and big cat sighting claims.
In March 2014, Dr. Brian Parsons was named Executive Director of the ParaNexus
Anomalous Research Association. Dr. Parsons was an original board member of ParaNexus
and brings nearly 20 years of experience to his position as Executive Director.
Brian has appeared on numerous internet radio shows, paranormal conferences and
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conventions, as well as his own events where he speaks on a variety of paranormal and
anomalous subjects. He holds a Ph.D. in metaphysical science from the Institute of
Metaphysical Humanistic Science and is a licensed wedding officiant in the state of Ohio.

Handbook for the Amateur Cryptozoologist (2014) - The “Handbook for the Amateur
Cryptozoologist” explores the history and mystery behind some of the most elusive creatures
found - and some that are still hidden. The handbook provides a well-balanced look at many
concepts necessary to conduct proper client-based investigations.
Cryptozoology has been shadowed under the umbrella of pseudoscience due to a myriad of
problems. This book takes a skeptical, yet balanced, stance to help the newcomer or seasoned
veteran gain solid footing into using a more scientific approach to the field. It will also arm you
with the basic abilities necessary to become a successful researcher and field investigator in the
field of cryptozoology. It explores the use of technology in the field as well as the methodologies
behind investigations and expeditions that go beyond the television style of thrill-seeking. This
handbook will be your basic guide to becoming a responsible and rational investigator in a field
wrought with hoaxes and misinterpretations.
The “E4” Method: Breaking the Mold of Paranormal Investigation (2013) - The “E4”
Method is a blend of traditional and non-traditional approaches toward client-centered
paranormal investigation from Parapsychology, interviewing specialists, as well as the "Ghost
Excavation" methodology created by John G Sabol, Jr. and is balanced by advice from
professional skeptics. This blend of old and new methodology is intended to provide structure for
groups who desire a new direction away from the limited concepts displayed in current ghost
investigation culture.
Handbook for the Amateur Paranormal Investigator II: The Art and Science of
Paranormal Investigation (2011) - The "Art and Science of Paranormal Investigation" picks up
where “How to Become a Successful Paranormal Group”, the first book in this series, left off.
This book is geared toward those who know the basics beyond what is portrayed on television
and the internet. This next chapter takes a step forward into the world of client centered
paranormal investigations. Learn the art of the interview including basic body language that can
help in interviews as well as everyday situations. Learn advanced interview techniques that are
simple to use that will help your client remember the most detail and provide you with an
accurate picture of your upcoming investigation of the location. Evidence review, and other
topics that are rarely mentioned with investigations, are discussed tool by tool. Learn the reality
behind the tools and methods used in the field of paranormal investigation that goes against the
popular ways of doing things.
Betty’s Ghost: A Guide to Paranormal Investigation (2008) - Betty’s Ghost is an “over the
shoulder” view of how I approach a paranormal case from initial e-mail through the onsite
investigation. It’s a walkthrough scenario of a fictional paranormal investigation created from
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actual cases I have investigated in the past. Originally created as a training tool, Betty's Ghost
will guide you through how I approach each aspect of the investigation process from beginning
to end. "Betty’s Ghost: A Guide to Paranormal Investigation", is a companion to my first book,
“Handbook for the Amateur Paranormal Investigator or Ghost Hunter”, which takes a closer look
at the investigation aspect of paranormal investigation. This follow up book also provides
additional resources to complement those offered in the Handbook.
Handbook for the Amateur Ghost Hunter or Paranormal Investigator (2008) – This
handbook takes a look at the reality behind amateur paranormal investigation and “ghost
hunting” group operation. Discover how to keep your group healthy and growing and not end up
like a majority of groups that fall to the wayside. The book also walks you through the interview
and investigation aspects of the paranormal investigation team. It also covers the touchy subject
of the scientific method in ghost hunting and paranormal investigation as well as provides
invaluable resources and advice for any serious team at any level of knowledge.

Brian is able to speak on a variety of topics ranging from ghosts, parapsychology, anomalous
investigation methods, cryptozoology, current paranormal news/topics, as well as UFOs and any
paranormal related topic.
The following topics are available as PowerPoint presentations (Brian has a laptop, projector,
and screen available for presentations) or for discussion for radio/internet shows:

Topic title: ParaNexus Anomalous Research Association
Topic summary: Brian is the Executive Director of ParaNexus and will share the
association’s focus, philosophy, and role within the anomalous fields.

Topic title: The “E4” Method
Topic summary: Brian has created a new overall method of client-centered paranormal
investigation methods based on parapsychological methods, advanced interview techniques,
“Ghost Excavation” techniques created by archaeologist/”Ghost Excavator” John Sabol, as well
as aspects that help create a more objective approach.
Topic title: Paranormal investigation: Beyond 101
Topic summary: Beyond the television shows is the reality behind paranormal
investigation. Science is misrepresented in paranormal investigation; learn how to properly
record EVP sessions, use EMF detectors, and how belief plays a larger role in investigating than
most realize.
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Topic title: The Power of Belief in Paranormal Investigation
Topic summary: The reality behind some of the most popular beliefs behind the
paranormal and paranormal investigation. Are Ouija Boards really evil? Can EMF detectors
detect ghosts? Do full moons provide better ghost hunting? Meant as an eye opening
presentation, it will challenge many of the popular concepts of ghost investigation methodology
and interpretations.
Topic title: Behind the Curtain: The Truth behind Paranormal Belief and

Investigation
Topic summary: An understanding of parapsychology and advanced concepts of what
ghosts are and how they interact with us. A challenge of popular ghost mythology as well as
investigation concepts and how technology can work against us will be explored including the
“E4” Method designed by Brian Parsons.
Topic title: Investigating the Paranormal
Topic summary: The basics of the history of psychical research/parapsychology and
how it shaped modern day ghost investigation as well as the basics of how to investigate claims
of ghosts with client-centered cases.
Topic title: Cryptozoology
Topic summary: The basics of Cryptozoology, interview and investigation techniques,
and a discussion of current topics.
Topic title: UFOs
Topic summary: The basics of UFO history, investigation and interview techniques as
well as current topics and trends in the field.
Topic title: Body Language Basics
Topic summary: Through learning advanced concepts of interviewing I have learned the
reality behind body language. In this presentation I will reveal many of the myths that make up
the common day perception of what body language is as well as the power behind understanding
what knowing the truth can reveal. We will also explore the basics of many body language
secrets that can bring success, confidence and other positive life changes.
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